
What does a 
Fossil tell us?
A fossil can only tell you that the creature 
was alive and fossilized at a specific time. 
It can’t tell you how long it lived before it 
was fossilized and its ancestry. 
It can’t tell you how long the creatures lived 
after it was fossilized and does not mean it 
went extinct. 

Thousands of living fossils invalidate 
the assumptions and fabrications of 
historical progressive evolution, the 
best evidence for molecules to man 
evolution. 

It means the geologic column was 
fabricated on faulty assumptions.
It mans that whale, horse, human, etc 

fossil progressions are assumed and 
fabricated, and not scientifically valid, as 
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Watch on Youtube
Geological Column Busted, Genesis Week, 
episode 30 season 2 with Wazooloo/Ian Juby    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZzIihVUti4                 
  http://ianjuby.org/newsletter/?p=649

the fossils don’t prove the creatures died or lived in any 
progression just as the fossil can’t tell you how long the 
coelacanth lived before or after it was fossilized. The 
geologic column / fossil record doesn’t prove Dinosaurs 
died our 65 million years ago, it is just when they were 
last fossilized. 

Fossil record busted! Ep 37, season 2 Genesis Week, wazooloo/Ian Juby https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTWZJBXAZJA
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Order in the Fossil Record
http://amazingdiscoveries.org/33



Some other living fossils                                  
Many plants and creatures were thought to have been extinct for 
millions of years according to the constructed geologic column, only 
to be discovered alive, disproving the assertion that the fossil record 
proves they died out millions of years ago only because that is when 
the alleged age of the last fossil was formed. 
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SearchCreation.org  search  “Living Fossils” 
http://www.creationstudies.org/articles/sci-
ence/dinosaurs-and-fossils/504-living-fossils
https://answersingenesis.org/fossils/living-
fossils/
https://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-08/7-
weirdest-and-cutest-living-fossil-mammals
https://io9.gizmodo.com/12-of-the-most-astounding-
living-fossils-known-to-sci-1506539384
Aint got no change This is Genesis Week 
ep 14 season 5 with Ian Juby aka Wazooloo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2IfxyPGOxc&t=60s

Did the Dinosaurs 
Die out 65 million 
years ago?
• Soft Tissue (original bio materials) 

collagen, cells, tissue, dna 
...degradation taking thousands of years 
not millions. 

• C-14 found in dino bones dating them in 
the thousands of years concurrent with 
ancient man. 

• Ancient artifacts, historians and verbal 
legends describe creatures similar to 
many dinosaurs. 

• Many mammals and other creature are 
found along with dinosaur bones. 

Discover more
http://www.originsunited.com/why-claiming-
humans-and-dinosaurs-coexisted-isnt-
ridiculous.html

Soft Serve Dinosaur! this is Genesis 
Week, episode 26 season 3 with 
Wazooloo aka Ian Juby
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=abhgreIBKZ0

The Paluxy fossil human footprints - 
Genesis Week, special episode #33, 
season 2 Ian Juby Wazooloo
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HaQqa90e9KQ

OOParts special genesis week Episode 
with Wazooloo, aka Ian Juby
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8AuM3rrRmBA
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 http://www.untoldsecretsofplanetearth.com/store/dire-dragons/


